Case Study NetSupport School
How/where has NetSupport
added value?
Saved money
Increased productivity
Saves time

Clifford Chance

Flexibility

Ynette Simmons
Regional IT Manager

NetSupport School
Licenses

We work within the
Legal Sector

Performance
Easy to use
Other

How is the software currently being used in
your organization?
Whenever a technology training session is needed in one of our
other Americas-based offices, our trainer will connect to
the student’s PC with NetSupport School and call them from our
office phone. In training, the following features are very useful:
•
The ability for both the trainer and the user to see the
screen, control the mouse, and use the keyboard.
•
The instructor can share either their whole screen, or a
specific application with their student. This is very helpful
when a PowerPoint Presentation is used during class, or
the trainer wants to demonstrate something to the student
that is being displayed on the instructor PC.
•
Having a control panel to see multiple screens is useful
for the trainer as they can keep an eye on students as they
progress through an exercise, and offer assistance to an
individual that may be struggling.
•
When an account is logged out, the trainer can still connect
to the PC and log it in before the student arrives to save
time and/or pre-load relevant programs and files.

Why did you choose our product?
Cost

Features

Easy to use

Security

Platform support

Other

Recommendation
NetSupport School seemed to offer a solution to our specific
needs in an intuitive interface. It has been smooth, reliable and
easy to use. We regularly expand into new features it offers and
training remotely has been so much easier since we’ve gotten it.

The challenges we were trying to solve:
We wanted to find a solution for remote technology training
across multiple offices to allow an instructor and their students to
share screens, show presentations, and use various applications.

www.netsupportsoftware.com

A lot of time in remote training sessions
was spent connecting PCs, sending all
necessary files/presentations over to
the student’s PC, asking for descriptions
of what they see over the phone (in
the case of multiple students, we could
not previously see more than one
PC). NetSupport School has made our
remote training much more efficient.

Would you recommend
NetSupport?

Yes

No

“...smooth, reliable
and easy to use

”

